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Project on a page - Summer 2021

Project Summary: Project Launch: Essential Question: SOLE Questions:

History - study of past events

and how they subsequently

influence the future.

to understand why the

introduction of Newcastle castle

was important to our heritage

trebuchet marshmallow battle

Medieval bread baking

Flag painting to stake our claim

on the Badger Battlements of

Grasmere Castle

Arrow shooting

Why and where might you

hide in a medieval castle?

Is a castle a home?

What is a castle?

Industry Experts/visitors: Outdoor Learning Links: Culture & Diversity: Career/ Entrepreneurial Opportunities:

teaching experts. Possible visit

from castle life experts.

local area walk based on castles.

Newcastle castle walk. Possible

visit to Newcastle castle.

feudal class system in

society present and past

(medieval)

Comparison to Judiasm

historians, geologists, archaeologists,

architects, engineers

Mini Outcome 1: Where will we find a castle good enough to live in? Children to create models of Norman castles and discuss with others.

Curriculum Areas: History  - key thread, settlements, features of

castles, comparisons

Geography - location of Newcastle and

the River Tyne, location of castles and

surroundings areas. Any castles in

countries covered in the spring term?

DT - drawbridge, pulleys, levers

children will be investigating what and where castles are in the local area and their features, Killingworth township was based on a castle design, where

Newcastle and the river Tyne are in relation to them. Medieval period 500 AD-1500 AD. Compare castles.
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Mini Outcome 2: What would life be like in a castle? Children to organise a Norman castle day/event.

Curriculum Areas: History - key thread society,  entertainment, diet Arts - images of castles, significant

artists, portraits, medieval music

children will research the lives of people who live in castles past and present, jobs, decor, entertainment, food.

Final Outcome: Would we be safe in a castle now or in the past? Create video footage about all things medieval!

Curriculum Areas: HIstory - key thread, battles and invaders, significant

individual

Geog - significant country in Europe

- France.

Music - represent, compose march for

the soldiers with percussion

instruments.

children will investigate the Normans, armies, criminals imprisoned and executed. 1080- Robert Curthouse (eldest son of William the Conqueror) helped

secure Norman rule and Tyne Bridge, came from Northern France.

Literacy on a page - Summer 2021

Term - Summer 2021

11 whole weeks

Unit - journey tale Unit - conquering the

monster (castle links)

Unit - silly poem

Number of weeks 4 4 2

Texts used The kiss that missed by

David melling

the paper bag princess -

Robert munsch

If you were a kid in a

medieval castle - Josh

Gregory. Inside castles, The

Story of castles, usbourne

young readers

on the ning nang nong, spike

Milligan.
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Unit overview Retell of the story, analyse

the text,  innovation of story

and invent independently

hugging close to the genre.

Noun phrases and similes

Use of adverbs

MC goes on a journey - to

find the good night kiss

Something small goes wrong

- loyal knight comes across

animals with too much hair

and wild eyes

Something worse happens -

the loyal knight encounters

a dragon.

Maybe even something else -

chased by dragon

The obstacles are overcome

- dragon has been kissed and

just wants a hug.

MC gets there in the end -

loyal knight returns with the

kiss and every one starts to

make time for each other.

opening that introduces

reader to subject. Chunks of

information, logically

organised, possibly with

subheadings, info boxes,

lists, bullet points, diagrams

and images. Paragraphs.

Ending that makes a final

amazing point.

Generalisers such as most,

many, some, a few.

Subject specific vocabulary.

Present tense, third person.

Detail and description,

including comparisons.

Retell of the story, analyse

the text,  innovation of story

and invent independently

hugging close to the genre.

Noun phrases and similes

Use of adverbs

Speech

looking at content and

rhyme.repetition to perform

for an audience.

basic skills sessions/spelling continuous handwriting,

new vocabulary and phonics

provision

commas

Apostrophes

Tense
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Nouns using suffixes -ing, er,

est

Adjectives using suffixes -

ful, less, er,  est and

exchanging ing i-y when

adding these

Adverbs - ly

Contractions

Homophones

Common exception words

Compound words

Noun phrases

Conjunctions

Continual handwriting with

joins

Phonics and key words.

Possessive apostrophes

Nouns using suffixes -ing, er,

est

Adjectives using suffixes -

ful, less, er,  est and

exchanging ing i-y when

adding these

Adverbs - ly

Contractions

Homophones

Common exception words

Compound words

Noun phrases

Conjunctions

Reading skills/basic skills reading for pleasure, book

votes, book blathers, Mrs

W’s books, book

recommendations, poem a

day, author wall,

background knowledge

Visualisation

Reading skills - inference,

reading for pleasure, book

votes, book blathers, Mrs

W’s books, book

recommendations, poem a

day, author wall,

background knowledge

Visualisation

Reading skills - inference,

reading for pleasure, book

votes, book blathers, Mrs

W’s books, book

recommendations, poem a

day, author wall,

background knowledge

Visualisation

Reading skills - inference,
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retrieval, prediction,

vocabulary

Using a Dictionary

retrieval, prediction,

vocabulary

Definitions/meanings

retrieval, prediction,

vocabulary

breakdown and repair

Vocabulary

Cross Curriculum links

Maths on a page - summer

Please see White Rose document and weekly planning for more in depth detail

Term - spring 2021 Unit - fractions Unit - add and sub Unit - multiplication

Number of weeks 4 3 4

Information on the units Make equal parts.

Recognise a half.

Find a half.

Recognise a quarter.

Find a quarter.

Recognise a third.

Find a third.

recap basic addition

subtraction, bar models,

part whole, missing

numbers, column method

with visuals, with exchange

and carry. Inverse

commutative.

Make equal groups

Add equal groups

Make arrays

Recognise equal groups

Make equal groups

Add equal groups

Multiplication sentences
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Unit fractions.

Equivalence of ½ and 2/4.

Find 3 quarters.

Count in fractions.

Including money

Maths talk meetings.

using the x symbol.

Multiplication sentences

from pictures.

Use arrays.

Make doubles.

2 times table

5 times table

10 times table

Key Trio Time shape

Time

Place value

measure

Time

Place value

addition/subtraction inc

money

Statistics

Maths across the curriculum

Maths meetings

science - measure - distance of arrows, catapults

PE - timing in seconds/minutes

Counting back and on, 1, 2, 5, 10 etc basic bond facts, fact families, sub/addition of 1/10
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Wider curriculum on a page - Summer 2021

Mini outcome Subject Objectives Potential activities Reading and cross

curricular

opportunities

Launch day History

Science

Technology

Engineering

Maths

using appropriate materials

Generate own ideas by

drawing on own and other’s

experiences.

Design make evaluate

Nets of shapes

Design and paint/oil pastel to

represent ourselves.

building draw bridges, testing

the strength of materials

Bow and arrow distances (iPad

pic).

Invitation to build and

photograph Build a castle

Lego/building bricks.

Create card castles using net

shapes.

Create bunting for classroom.

Non-fiction text,

posters.

1 Where would we

find a castle good

enough to live in?

13.4.21 - 30.4.21

History

Geography

Apply and use key historical

vocabulary.

Sequence a time line in

chronological order.

Use sources to make

inferences.

Use simple field work skills

to study the geog of school

I can identify the features of a

castle, features inside and

out.

Compare castles and similar

building types.

Create a class time line.

web sites related to

castles

Non fiction related

texts

Fictional stories

involving castles.

Class reader.
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and surrounding area.

Use aerial photos to

recognise landmarks.

Use simple compass

directions.

Killingworth township

designed with the features of

a castle in mind.

Use google earth to identify

positions of castles in relation

to the river Tyne and coast.

Describe locations suitable for

castles. Where in the school

grounds would we build a

castle?

primaryhomeworkhelp

.co.uk

www.the school

run.com - castles

castlexplorer.co.uk -

castles in the NE

www.english-heritage

.org.uk - kids rule!

Guide to castles

timeref.com -

features of a castle

downloads.bbc.co.uk/

schools/primaryhistor

y/lesson_plans/anglo-s

axon/norman - where

to build etc

hamilton-trust.org.uk

- weblinks

2 What would daily

life be like in a

medieval castle?

4th May - 28th May

history

Art

Know that people lived in

the distant past.

Life was different for people

in the past.

Use sources to make

inferences.

understand who lived and

worked in castles and their

importance to society.

Impact of Norman

entertainment on British

society and in castles.

Children provide castle

entertainment.

non fiction texts

Texts about medieval

artists/musicians.

Diary entries, job

application forms,

News paper reports.

The Worst Princess -

Anna kemp and Sara

ogilvie

http://www.english
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Pattern and texture, line,

shape and form.

Pencil drawings,

Observe and draw own

patterns (William morris)

Tessellation and symmetry.

Collage, texture.

Role play of class society for a

day.

Diary entries - life in a castle

Observational drawings from

images of castles. Small parts

of castles.

Silhouettes of castles focusing

on background.

Patterned wallpaper for castle

walls. William Morris

Collages of castles, textures

materials for different

features.

Portraits for castle walls.

ancientfortresses.org -

medieval occupations. Choose

a job for a day in a Norman

castle.

If you were a kid in a

medieval castle - Josh

Gregory

3 would we be safe

living in a castle

past/present?

history Begin to ask historically valid

questions about objects.

Life of significant individual.

consider the significance of a

castle and its importance in

defence.

internet safety,

comparisons to the

past
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7th June - 9th July

Music

Geography

Listen and repeat patterns

using instruments.

Know that unison is

everyone playing at the

same time.

Know the names of untuned

percussion instruments.

Compose sound to

represent.

Record composition for

others to use.

Consider the role of the

monarchy in today’s world.

Importance of Newcastle

castle in our area.

Explain the impact of a

knight’s armoury in battle.

Compare Norman society with

castle society.

Find out about Robert

Curthose - 1080

Recall body percussion,

represent this with percussion

instruments.

medievalcastles.stormthecastl

e.com

Create a march for the

soldiers of the castle. Listen

and appraise marches by

other composers.
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Final outcome

22.3.21 - 26.3.21

Begin to answer a simple

enquiry using selected

sources as evidence.

Form an opinion. (double

page spread)

create a double page spread

about features of a castle for

attack, defence, life etc

compared to the present.

Compose a letter to the

Queen at Windsor castle about

the things we have learnt

about our castle including

questions about what it’s like

to live in a castle in the

present day and post this.

Sharing knowledge and videos

with other classes.

Recap importance of

chronological order and where

things are on a time line.

discrete curriculum

subjects

science

Computing

senses - know and use all 5

senses to explore the world.

Human body  - know why

exercise, diet and hygiene

are important for humans.

External parts of the human

body.

Growth - know what animals

and humans need to survive.

Life cycle - basic stages in a

life cycle.

Sequencing and coding Recap concept of coding,
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RSEPE Judaism

understand desired outcomes,

learn how to use seesaw

independently.

Using everyday examples

describe what sequences are.

Construct a sequence based

on familiar story (ginger bread

man).

See computing file.

See file.


